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the whole 40 minutes to go down 18 nil (a 

32 point improvement!) 

Sunday saw the 16s continue on their win-

ning way with a solid 34 nil win over Brigh-

ton. The 19s’ defence wasn’t up to its nor-

mal high standard but they too had a good 

win over a massive Earlwood Saints. Those 

2 points will be important.  The A grade led 

but unfortunately got run down in the final 

10 minutes to end up in an 18 all draw. 

Saints in development squads 

Congratulations to Scott Hannigan (13s); 

Brandan Sua and Jayden Okunbor (14s) and 

Cam Stewart, Dwayne Brown, Jeremy 

Fuller and Luke Vella (17s). Well done 

boys. There were a couple of others who 

probably should have been there – keep 

your heads up, stay focused and it will hap-

pen. 

 

Go the Saints 

Est. 1965 

Results for 25th/26th June 2011 

Age Opposition   For Against 

U/6-Div 4 Bankstown Sports Lost 4 36 

U/6-Div 2 BYE BYE   

U/6-Div 1 Bankstown Sports Lost 10 38 

U/7- Div 3 Bears Lost 8 30 

U/7- Div 2 Dragons Lost 8 30 

U/7- Div 1 Bulls Won 42 12 

U/8- Div1 Moorebank Lost 12 34 

U/9- Div2 Colts Lost 4 56 

U/9- Div 1 Johnnies Won 18 16 

U/10- Div 3 Auburn Warriors Lost 0 44 

U/10- Div 1 Bulls Won 34 12 

U/11- Div 2 Bankstown Sports Lost 0 30 

U/11 Div 1 Bears Lost 0 18 

U/12- Div 1 Bears Lost 10 16 

U/13- Div 2 Colts Lost 0 50 

U/13– Div 1 BYE BYE   

U/14 Johnnies Won 34 0 

U/16 Brighton Won 34 0 

U/19 Earlwood Won 42 30 

A Grade Kingsgrove Drew 18 18 

President‘s Report 

  

The Saturday boys tried hard. The 6-4s and 6-1s both put up decent efforts but didn’t get the 

bickies. The 7-3s are sitting 4th but need to string a couple of wins together if they are gonna 

make the semis. The 7-1s kept their hopes alive with a good win over the Bulls. Well done. The 

9-1s had their first real win of the year against St Johns. Down 16-12 with 2 minutes to go we 

scored the equalizer and then watched Davo suck up every bit of remaining time to kick the 

winning goal. At least somebody is paying attention to the scoreboard!! Good work 9s. The 10-

1s looked good in their win over the Bulls while the 14s struggled in a sloppy match against 

Johnnies but most importantly got the points. A good effort came from our 11-1s over at Berala. 

In the first round we got mercied just after half time! This time the boys’ aimed up and lasted 
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U/6 Div 4  Lost 6-36 v Sports 

U/6 Div2  BYE 
U/6 Div 1 Lost 10-38 v Sports 

The boys from the Under 6/1's this week 

found a very hard opponent in Bankstown 

Sports at their home ground. Some soft 

defence from us led to them running in a few 

early tries and that had us on the back-foot all 

game. Especially with a few of their boys 

being speedsters and pretty hard to catch. 

 

Oscar Moseley & Kian Boyne both scored 

tries for us with Kian converting his own try 

too. The score ended up 38-10, and we really 

had no excuses even though we were short a 

few players. Peter Assaf got the Panania 

Diggers Award, and a special mention goes 

to Gabriel Melki for a great effort with his 

tackling. 

 

U/7 Div  3  Lost 8-30 v Berala 

U/7 Div 2 Lost 8 - 30 v Dragons 

It was always going to be a tough match 

against a big Dragons side who are coming 

2nd in the competition, but we turned up to 

play after rain limited our training again to 

only 1 night. It was a good training session 

on the Friday night and we turned around our 

sideways running from the previous game, 

only 1 week before. We only had 8 players 

and therefore no reserves, which avoided 

what would have been a hard decision to take 

anyone off, as they all put in a much better 

effort. It was probably our best performance 

of the season, even if the score did not reflect 

it, after what was probably our worst the 

week before, when all things are considered. 

Our attack was clean and crisp. Everyone 

gave the ball runners some room and our 

completion rate would have impressed any 

first grade coach. Although finding any gaps 

was difficult, the team kept running forward 

and making ground, which also resulted in 

the Dragons giving away penalties and giving 

us a number repeat sets. Jarrod and Blake did 

a great job distributing the ball from dummy 

half and first receiver. Unfortunately, we will 

miss Blake and Marty (trainer extraordinaire) 

for the rest of the season, who off to the UK. 

Probably chasing a Super League contract, as 

we cannot fit them under the cap anymore! 

Thanks Marty, from the whole team and 

parents, for all your effort and support this 

year and enjoy the much deserved holiday 

break. 

Ryan once again proved to be a weapon in 

defence, with some great side on cover 

tackles when we needed it, stopping a couple 

of certain tries. Thomas, as usual, led the 

charge up in defence with Jesse, Saadi, 

Cameron and Georgio all keeping busy and 

making tackles. Blake put up a courageous 

performance at fullback, in what would have 

been a daunting task, as some of the big 

blokes broke through our defensive line, but 

he did not shy away from the job at hand. 

In attack, Saadi proved to be too fast and 

strong. After some long invasive runs, Saadi 

scored 2 great tries with his speed and 

determination, which we hope to see more of 

in the coming weeks. If we can continue to 

improve at the same rate over the coming 

weeks, we will be very competitive and the 

most improved team in the comp! Keep up 

the good work at training team!!! 

Tries – Saadi x 2 

Player of the Match – Saadi 

Encouragement Award – Jarrod  

U/7 Div 1  Won 42 – 12 v Bankstown Bulls 
We were at home this week against the Bulls 

and despite some overnight rain the ground 

was in good nick and it was great weather for 

footy.  We were down one in this game due 

to illness (played with 9), but the boys turned 

up ready to play and were switched on during 

the warm up.  We went into this game 

determined to control the tempo of the game 

and to play a direct style of attacking footy. 

Riccardo kicked off to commence the game 

and we watched in amazement as the ball 

went dead from the kick off.  However the 

referee ruled a tap restart for the Bulls instead 

of a line dropout, probably because this is a 

truly rare event in minis.  However the boys 

showed steel in their defence that they have 

only done on occasions during the season and 

put the Bulls under pressure from the get go.  

When we got the ball back Riccardo made a 

great run that broke the Bulls line and Jared 

saw the opportunity to take off a score an 

early try, which Bailey converted to give us a 

6-0 lead after 2 minutes.  The boys then 

struggled to hold the big boppers out and the 

Bulls scored a converted try late in the set to 

level the scores 6 – 6. This was the only time 

our defence did not move up consistently and 

reduce the momentum of the big boppers.  On 

the tap restart Zac charged fearlessly at the 

Bulls and made a great run followed up by 

Bailey and Jordan then made a good run to 

plant the ball down for another try which 

Jared converted to give us a 12 – 6 lead.  

Great efforts in defence by Luke, Sean, Trent 

and the boys made it hard going for the Bulls 

and we were getting the upper hand in this 

game. 

The Bulls kicked off to start the second third 

and the ball went out giving them good field 

position. However with Kaled, Zac and Sean 

all moving up on the Bulls first receiver and 

bringing the line with them forced errors and 

we got possession back.  When we got the 

ball Trent and Jared started to roll the team 

forward calling runners clearly and this saw 

Bailey, Riccardo and Jordan all making great 

runs and us dominating field position.  We 

scored another try after a barnstorming run by 

Riccardo and with Sean kicking the 

conversion were up 18 -6 by the middle of 

the third.  The Bulls struggles to make ground 

continued in the following set and we 

watched as Zac and Sean made inspiring runs 

to enable Trent to score a converted try as the 

Bulls were reeling.  We were now truly in 

control of the game at 24 - 6 and further 

increased the lead when Jared scored a late 

try to round out the scoring in the second 

third at 28 - 6 

We kicked off to commence the last third and 

had a good set in defence with Luke, Kaled, 

Sean and Zac all working very effectively to 

contain the Bulls who were beginning to 

throw the ball around.  We put on some great 

plays in attack including several run a rounds 

and this saw us continue to dominate the field 

position with Jared, Bailey and Kaled making 

great runs.  We scored another try when 

Kaled broke through the line and was pulled 

down by the cover defence but made a great 

pass to Jared as he was going to ground and 

we were now up 32 – 6.  The boys were all 

moving up in a line and this continued to 

frustrate the Bulls attack and it was not long 

before the boys set up another try following a 

great run by Luke, Kaled saw the opportunity 

in the Bulls line and took off to score a good 

try which Luke converted to give us a 38 – 6 
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 lead.  The boys switched off a bit as the 

game wound down and this allowed the 

Bulls to score a converted try 38 -12.  

However we scored in the last seconds of 

the game as Sean got a, well deserved, try 

to finish the scoring at 42 – 12. 

The boys sung the club song loud and 

proud after the great team effort that they 

displayed in this game.  The boys worked 

very hard in defence for most of the game 

and they played a direct style of footy in 

attack which they took advantage of by 

scoring 8 tries.  Our challenge now is to 

maintain this form, after a bye next week, 

in the final rounds of the season and 

hopefully into the semis.  Great game 

boys and we are all looking forward to 

our next one. 

Go the Saints. 

 

 

Tries: Jared X 3, Jordan, Riccardo, Trent, 

Kaled & Sean 

Goals: Bailey, Jared, Sean, Trent & Luke  

Goop Guys MOM: Trent 

ENC:  Riccardo 

 

U/ 8 Div 1  Lost 12-34 v Moorebank 

 

U/9 Div 2 Lost 4-56 v Milperra 

 
U/9 Div1  Won 18-16 v St Johns 

Finally the under 9 division 1 notched up 

their first win for the season with the key 

being our outstanding defence. Never say 

die attitude throughout the game got the 

boys over the line in the end. The game 

started with a mistake deep in our own 

half and we were forced to defend our 

line early which we did with great 

success not allowing St Johns to cross. 

We played majority of the first half in our 

own half which ultimately allowed St 

Johns to cross for the first 4 pointer of the 

match. Through numerous line breaks 

from our man of the match Livai 

Tikoipau allowed us to play up the 

preferred end of the field which saw Livai 

offload to Meihana which saw him cross 

over in the corner. Nathan Bishara 

converted the try equalling the score 6 all. 

Half time saw the score unchanged and 

the boys knew they could win the game 

from here. The second half started much 

like the first with the boys having to 

defend 4 sets on our own line due to our 

mistakes; like any team would we 

conceded and early try. Luckily due a 

miss conversion the score was 6 – 10. 

When the boys found some more 

momentum and some hard forward 

running from Benjamin Pele, Dylan 

Hema & Aidan Davidson allowed the 

boys to play once again in the preferred 

half of the field allowing Mark Kitiona to 

cross for a sneaky try to level the game 

10 all. Mark converting his own try took 

the score to 12-10 seeing us take the lead 

for the first time in the game. The 

momentum slowly switched back in 

favour of St Johns seeing them cross to 

once again take the lead. With 3 and a 

half minutes left on the clock the boys 

completed which ended up being their 2nd 

last set for the day with a kick down field. 

With a strong chase and some luck the St 

Johns full back knocked the ball forward 

into another St Johns player who picked it 

up incurring a penalty for an accidental 

offside. With 3 minutes left on the clock 

the boys took a quick tap through Aidan 

and our last chance to take the game was 

under way. We reached the line with 

numerous tackles to spare and on the 4th 

tackle the ball was passed to half back 

Nathan Bishara. With the rushing St 

Johns defence he kept his cool and just 

like his hero Benji Marshall, Nathan 

showcased 3 left footsteps beating 3 

players and finally dived over the line to 

level the score 16 all. The boys were 

ecstatic but we knew the kick had to go 

over to secure the win. Reluctantly the 

coach decided Aidan was to take the kick. 

Only converting one from his many 

attempts this year the nerves were at an 

all time high for players, supporters and 

especially the coaching staff. Taking his 

time to run down the clock he 

successfully converted the try taking us to 

a 2 point lead. With 30 seconds still 

remaining St Johns were able to kick off 

and they did so to Malakai who then was 

tackled to complete the game. The boys 

had just one their first game of the season 

and have finally shown some true 

potential at which they should play every 

week. 

 

MOM: Liavi Tikoipau 

Tries: Meihana Nelson, Mark Kitiona, 

Nathan Bishara  

Goals: Nathan Bishara, Mark Kitiona, 

Aidan Davidson 

 

 

U/10 Div 3 Lost 0-44 v Warriors 

 

U/10 Div 1  Won 34 – 12vs Bulls 
When we played Bulls in the first round it 

was a seesawing match where we just 

hung-on to get the bickies. This time 

around, playing at home and having 

tasted victory previously, we took some 

confidence into the match. We started 

well, showing good depth in attack and 

strong running, led by Ryan. Some good 

ball movement gave some space to Noah 

near their line and he crashed through 

their defence for our first points. We 

scored again through some evasive 

runnning by Kueva, followed-up by 

Lachlan who nabbed our second. Our 

defence was good, particularly on our line 

where Noah was inpenetrable. There was 

only one blemish when Bulls scored from 

dummy half. We were up 12- 6 at half 

time. 

 

The second half started like the first with 

our boys showing great depth and hard 

running. Ryan was rewarded with a 

strong try. Bulls scored from close range 

courtesy of “their big guy” who virtually 

reached over the top of our boys to plant 

the ball. But it became a one sided affair 

after that. We dominated possession and 

Bulls couldn’t contain our attack. Our 

back-line ball movement was really first 

class through Kueva, Noah and Lachlan – 

deep, wide, fast, drawing and passing… it 

was pretty to watch. We scored back-to-

back tries, with the last one from 

Christian showing the ball to kick on the 

last, then darting over untouched. It has 

been a tough season, so it was good to 



 
PETER WAGSTAFF & SONS 

 SMASH REPAIRS 
 

Quality smash repairs and insurance work 
 

51 FAIRFORD ROAD 

PADSTOW 

 Tel: 9790 2013   

Mob: 0412 067 369 

For the best quality meat you 

can’t go past the 
 

MEAT BARON 
 

31 Padstow Parade, Padstow. 

9774 4594 

 

   

    Phone: 02 9820 6466  

    michael@ 

    mrmlogistics.com.au 
Bolts, nuts, socket products, screws, stainless steel, 

rivets, washers, wire & construction hardware ++ 
 

Colin Mulhall - (02) 9542 3633   
Unit 1 152 Garnet Road Kirrawee, NSW 2232 

Goop Guys N.S.W   Phone: 1300 735 496    

Fax: 02 9773 9085  Mobile: 0418 252 566   

Email: tim@goopguys.com.au 
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     The Play The Ball 

(13) The play-the-ball shall be as normal in the adult Laws. 

However- 

(a) No markers are allowed. The ball must be played 

backwards. 

(b) The acting half-back and the player receiving the ball from 

the acting halfback may, on receiving the ball, either pass 

the ball or run themselves. Should they elect to run, not 

score and be tackled, then their team forfeits possession. 

A member of the opposite team will then play the ball for 

play to recommence. 

Should the defending team play the ball within their 

own‖quarter‖ - ie 20 metres from its own goal line (i.e. 

the area between the International Laws touch line and 

20 metre line) then THIS LAW applies only to the acting 

halfback - only the acting halfback, then, MUST pass 

the ball for the tackle count to continue. At any change 

of possession, the referee’s signal will be in accordance 

with adult Law. 

(c) At the play-the-ball, no member of the team NOT IN 

POSSESSION is to move forward until the ball is in the hands 

of the FIRST RECEIVER or the acting halfback elects to run 

or mishandles the ball. Each member of the team NOT IN 

POSSESSION must retire 5 metres from the play - the - ball 

and any player who is within this area shall be deemed to 

be out of play. Members of the team IN POSSESSION must 

retire behind the acting halfback. 
Stay tuned for more next week!!! 
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Promote Your Business with St. Christopher's  

Rugby League 
 

St. Christopher's offers a unique opportunity for suitable businesses to promote 

their 

products and services through sponsorship of our Club. 

 

We offer our sponsors a range of promotion including: 

 

       Advertising in the Club's weekly newsletter (distributed to all Club  

 members) 

 

      Sponsor banner displayed during games at our home ground 

 

      Note - two unique banner spaces will soon be available at the half way 

shed 

 

       Advertising on our Club web site 

 

       Sponsor sign in our Club House 

 

       Special events held at Sponsor premises 

 

        Use of Sponsor goods and services for Club activities 

 

        Use of Sponsor goods and services by Club members for domestic and 

commercial                                        activities. 

 

 Other suggestions are welcome..... 

 

Download the Sponsors Pack from the Saints website < 

http://www.stchristophers.com.au/sponsors.htm>;  (go to the Sponsors tab)  
 

 

 

http://www.stchristophers.com.au/sponsors.htm%3e
http://www.stchristophers.com.au/sponsors.htm%3e


 

Game Day Photos 
Check the link below to see if your child is featured in the game day photos.  To order the pho-

tos simply email me at david.h2@optusnet.com.au and quote the file name and size you would 

like to purchase.  

 
http://www.acdseeonline.com/album/David+Harrington+Photography 

 

5x7—$10 

8x10 - $20  

8x10 Magazine Cover— $25 
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have a comfortable win and sing our victory 

song afterwards. 

 

MOM: Noah Iverach 

Tries: Noah (2), Lachlan (2), Ryan and 

Christian 

Goals: Adam, Noah, Kueva, Ryan and 

Lachlan 

 

 

U/11Div 2  Lost 30 - 0 v Bankstown Sports 
 

The boys were away this weekend  at a bright 

and sunny Steve Folkes playing against a 

determined Bankstown Sports outfit that 

turned up to play a tough game of footy and 

in the end. Were simply just to good and 

managed to out muscle the TEAM in all 

areas of the game to record a very convincing 

win., ( boy’s that’s what happens when you 

turn up to play football)……. 

 

The first half saw both sides matching each 

other in both attack and defence and it wasn’t 

until the back end of the first half that the 

opposition was able to cross over. In 

allowing them to go into the half time break 

with a steady 12 points – nil lead on the   

scoreboard. 

 

The second half again started out as the same 

as the first half and the boy’s were still in 

with a chance of pulling off their forth 

consecutive win of the season. Until some 

poor defence, missed tacklings and a number 

of poor attacking options allowed the Sports 

to cross over for another three unanswered 

tries. Resulting in the score line becoming to 

far out of reach in allowing the TEAM any 

chance of making a successful comeback. 

(Remember boy’s it’s not always about 

being the biggest or fastest footballer. It’s 

also about reading the game and using your 

noggin)…… 

 

With this weeks Man of the Match Award 

going to Stephen Dowling. Who played a 

solid game in both his attack and defence.  

Did what he had to do and went about his job 

in supporting his team mates and more 

importantly hung in there and  never gave up, 

(Well done Steve)…… 

 

To also include boy’s what we spoke about 

after this week’s game. Things happen on 

the football field for a reason. Whether they 

are for the right reasons or the wrong 

reasons is up to YOURSELVES…. 

 

U/11 Div 1  Lost 0-18 v Berala 
I think everyone was feeling quite nervous 

returning to Peter Hislop Park, after our 

heavy loss to the Bears in round 4, which we 

lost 52-nil and in only 25 mins, and after a 

week of half the team being sick and not at 

training, it was enough to have the whole 

sideline biting off their fingernails as they 

waited for kickoff. 

The boys have been working extremely hard 

since their last clash and it was time for them 

to show everyone just how much.  The team 

had better possession and they gave the big 

boys of Berala a real scare, keeping them 

scoreless for the first 15 mins and walking 

off at half time with the score only 6-nil to 

the bears.  The team was pumped and had an 

air of confidence and belief in the second 

half, one they had not had against this team 

for the past few years.  Their defensive effort 

was fantastic and their teamwork even better.  

You could see a few smiles on their faces as 

a few of the big boys went down hard and 

they realized that they weren’t so 

untouchable as they first thought.  With a 

suspect “non-call” from the home sides touch 

judge, and a try off an illegal pass, Berala 

went on to win the game 18-nil, but our boys 

walked off that field full of pride knowing 

that the score line was not a true indication of 

how the game finished.  The Berala boys 

even seemed to walk off the field dejected as 

if they had lost, I would say because they 

were still in shock because the St Chrissie 

boys really gave them a run for their money 

and they stuck it to them for the whole 40 

mins.  This was not the same side they 

mercied 8 weeks ago. 

It might not have been a win on the 

scoreboard for our team, but it was a win for 

their confidence and a testament of character 

from all the boys.  This game was a true 

indication that it is not just about winning the 

game, but about giving it all you’ve got and 

backing up your mates on that field, and the 

results showed that.  We are so proud of all 

you boys keep up the good work, and don’t 

worry there is always a next time!!!! 

 

 

U/12 Div 1 Lost 10-16 v Berala 

Our boys again showed glimpses of good 

footy play, however knocked off at half time 

and lost one that we shouldn't have. Sammy 

ran well out wide and looked like scoring 

every time he got some great ball from 

Jonah. His 1st try 10 minutes in showed his 

class and Luke converted from out wide 6 - 

0. Kieran was on fire and terrorised the 

opposition with his relentless hard running. 

Nathan and Liam had their own running 

battles and our pocket rocket Lachlan didn't 

take a backward step. Hayden 

crossed following some great attack and we 

went into half time 10 - 0. 

The 2nd half was 20 minutes of missed 

tackles and lost opportunities. We had very 

little ball and gave the match over to Berala 

to run their way. Our boys would have learnt 

a great lesson from this match and thats we 

sing the song after the final siren, not at half 

time. 

Tries: Sammy & Hayden. 

Goal: Luke. 

MOM: Lachlan. 

 

U/13 Div 2  Lost 0-50 v Milperra 

 

U/13 Div  1  BYE 
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U/14  Won 34-0 v St Johns 

A very soft start to the game both in intensity 

and attitude saw the boys ahead by only 4-0 at 

half time against a St Johns outfit that  grew 

in confidence with our lack of pressure. A 

half time spray by Coach Mulvihill had the 

boys showing glimpses of past great 

performances. A 30-0 scoreline in the second 

half  going some way to appeasing the miffed 

coach. 

 

U/16 Won 34-0 v Brighton 

 

U/19  Won 42-30 v Earlwood 

A Grade Drew 18-18 v Kingsgrove 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO  

ALL PARENTS 
 

Code of Conduct and ARL Safeplay 
 

The junior league has reminded all Clubs to inform 

their members about conduct. When you‘re support-

ing our teams the best advice is to stay positive and fol-

low the ball i.e. leave the ref alone. Everyone is also re-

minded that no one is to enter the field of play at any 

time (that definitely includes half time). Only ‗card 

carrying‘ team or Club officials can enter the field. 

Please take note. 

The referees have also advised the ARL Safeplay code 

will be rigidly enforced throughout the season. This 

code is applicable up to and including the under 15s. It 

means there is no tackling above the arm pits, no 

swinging of players by arms or jersies, no lifting in 

tackles. A breach of the safeplay code is an automatic 

penalty. It is no use hollering from the sideline – the 

refs will be consistently and automatically administer-

ing this code. I recommend all coaches (and support-

ers) click on the following link to read the full code. 

Good luck to everyone on the weekend 

 
http://www.arldevelopment.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Documents/

Club_Admin/downloads_about_us/14270_Safeplay_Code.pdf 
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Field Set-up    NO HOME GAMES 

Field Clean-up:  NO HOME GAMES 

Canteen Duties:  All parents 1 hr before your game. 

BBQ Duties:   All parents 1 hr before your game. 

Games: Saturday 9th July, 2011 

THIS WEEKS GAMES:   

U/16 12.30 Arncliffe Scots Neptune 

U/19  WOF  

A Grade  BYE  

Games: Sunday 10th July 2011 

WEEKLY WINNERS 
Meat Trays:–   Shane (a pub patron) and Lee 

Donovan   

$50 Meat Baron Voucher:  Peter Waring and 

Paul O‘Shea aka ―Team Rabbit‖ 

Diggers Raffles—Club Patrons 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dining Room 

Drive-in Bottle Shop 

Gaming Room 

Wednesday Badge Draw 

Thursday & Friday Lingerie 

Friday Joker Jackpot: $2920 
Drawn at 6:30 

Saturday Meat Tray Raffles 

Drawn 3 - 5 

 

178 The River Road, Revesby. 

Ph: 9774-5344 

Teams Times Club Venue 

U/6- Div 4 9.00 Milperra Killara Res 

U/6- Div 2 10.20 Moorebank Hammondville Oval 

U/6- Div 1 9.00 Greenacre Roberts Park 

U/7- Div 3 
10.20 Bulls Neptune 

U/7- Div 2 12.10 Sports Steve Folkes Res 

U/7- Div 1    

U/8- Div 1 10.20 Dragons Clemton Park 

U/9- Div 2 11.40 Rhinos Neptune 

U/9- Div 1 12.20 Moorebank Hammondville Oval 

U/10- Div 3 1.20 Bulls Neptune 

U/10- Div 1 2.20 Sports Steve Folkes Res 

U/11- Div 2 12.00 St Johns Begnall Oval 

U/11- Div 1 11.10 St Johns Begnall Oval 

U/12- Div 1 12.40 Greenacre Roberts Park 

U/13- Div 2 3.10 St Johns Begnall Oval 

U/13- Div 1 2.00 St Johns Begnall Oval 

U/14 2.30 Chester Hill Terry Lamb 

Joker Draw Raffle 

Revesby Pacific Hotel 

Friday:  

 

U/19‘s 

5.30pm to 7.00pm 

Meat Tray Raffles 

Revesby Pacific Hotel 

Saturday:  
 

Join the winners list. 

  

U/12‘s 

3.30-5.30pm 

Panania Diggers  

Meat Tray Raffles 

 

Saturday 

 

U/8's  
3.30pm—5.30pm 

Shop 3/78 Cahors Rd Padstow 

Tel: 9792 2799 

www.daystar.com.au 

Shop 3/78 Cahors Rd Padstow 

Tel: 9792 2799 

www.daystar.com.au 

 

Saints Supporters 
 

Wear your club colours to our games  

and when visiting our sponsors. 

Saints gear is on sale this weekend: 

Caps, shirts, jackets, 

Key rings, stubby holders. 

Package deals available - check it out. 

 


